SHOR T SEMINAR BA M TOPIC S AN D
DE SIGN FOR ENGAGEMENT

The following seminar topics include power point presentations. Each uses media and is built for a running time of
at least 45 minutes (90 minutes max).

WHAT IS KINGDOM BUSINESS?
This was prepared originally for NewVo and answers the question and includes video clips by Poverty Cure, Bill Job, Nusa
Dua, and Meet me in India.
+ OBJECTIVE: To change perspectives of the audience on what the world-wide problem is and how kingdom businesses bring
the answer
+ NEXT STEP: The participant should visualize how his/her skill connects to the Great Commission.

REAL BUSINESS AND REAL MISSIONS (Business as Mission Overview)
This is the standard bearer seminar which describes WHAT BAM is, WHY it is important (5 point apologetic), and provides
several case studies of HOW; two videos are included.
+ OBJECTIVE: This is the eye opener basic apologetic for first time listeners. They are introduced to terms and a new way of
thinking. The apologetic causes them to think creatively.
+ NEXT STEP: They will see ways they can get involved through consultanting.

MOBILIZE YOUR CHURCH THROUGH “BUSINESS AS MISSION”
The group wrestles with what is important to God, how He works, and how that relates to individual giftedness and calling.
+ OBJECTIVE: Practical steps are processed for how to get personally involved and how the church can get corporately involved with BAM.
+ NEXT STEP: They are asked to commit to “doing” some of the things studied

REACHING THE WORLD THROUGH THE WORKPLACE
After some “Irresistible Biblical Promises” and some “Irrefutable Biblical Commands” and some “Grim World Facts” the case
is made for regular people using their gifts in the workplace.
+ OBJECTIVE: to debunk the sacred-secular divide and build the case for all believers using their skill at home and abroad.
+ NEXT STEP: This one is more theoretical and is used most often in Sunday morning messages

INTEGRATING MARKETPLACE PROFESSIONALS
This makes the case that the most effective way to make disciples is through believers living out their faith in the marketplace,
using Biblical and historical examples.
+ OBJECTIVE: to demonstrate that the gospel spreads best through incarnational living prior to proclamational telling.
+ NEXT STEP: To help participants creatively see how they can get involved

HOW BUSINESS CONSULTANTS ADD VALUE TO B4T WORK
Using the Five-Point apologetic, consultants are defined and the case is made that BAM needs consultants and Subject Matter Experts.
+ OBJECTIVE: To tell several stories of how BAM businesses benefited from consultants.
+ NEXT STEP: Several should inquire about how their expertise can be used.

ALL PROFESSIONS: IS IT BIBLICAL?
This traces historical, missiological, and theological ways that God has accomplished his purposes through regular people living out on the job the purposes of God.
+ OBJECTIVE: Make the case that BAM is the right thing to be doing in the eyes of God
+ NEXT STEP: To connect people to making disciples through a BAM endeavor.
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